Cancer: denial or suppression?
Medical personnel often reach erroneous judgments on the reaction of cancer patients to death and dying. Patients with terminal cancer sometimes will say little or nothing to hospital staff members or other professionals about their fears or expectations. This silence is generally construed as indicative of the primitive defense mechanism of denial. Usually, however, such patients are not truly "denying" cancer and its consequences, but have merely decided, more or less voluntarily, to "suppress" these thoughts as a method of coping with their illness. The medical staff, through careful observation of cancer patients, and through discussions with patients' families, should be able to distinguish between denial and suppression. This distinction can be significant because it enables the staff to understand the patient's feelings correctly, and thereby to provide more effective care. The staff, and the patients themselves, are thus in a better position to orchestrate the patients' various physical, emotional and interpersonal needs and resources optimally.